The University of Nottingham is offering the services of the teaching technicians to help with training for school physics technicians.

We are willing to help with and test all kinds of equipment. Oscilloscopes, signal generators, Electron demonstration tubes, optics experiments and many more.

A survey in 2016 by Preproom.org with 1308 participants stated that 73% of schools were fairly keen or extremely keen for technicians to have training, unfortunately only 43% of technicians had had training in the previous 12 month. The main issues were funding and time. http://www.preproom.org/technician-survey-2016.

The service we are offering is funded by Nottingham University so no cost to your school.

We will come to your school at a time that’s convenient so no traveling expenses for you and no time away from your school.

Interested?

Contact: Chris Staddon

Chris.staddon@nottingham.ac.uk

We can arrange dates and get any information on the equipment or experiments you would like help with.